
                                                                            
Maths Curriculum Intent, Implementation & Impact 

 

Intent 
At Saint Nathaniel’s Academy, we intend to provide a maths curriculum, which caters for the 
needs of all pupils. There will be a high focus on fluency, reasoning and problem solving which 
provides a sustained level of challenge. We aim to provide a curriculum with a heavy emphasis on 
mathematical vocabulary, which in turn helps the children to reason and explain their workings. 
Mathematical resources will be used by pupils to help show their workings in a concrete fashion 
before moving on to representing their work pictorially and finally in an abstract manner. Children 
will be taught to explain their thinking and understanding, and will be given opportunities to apply 
their mathematics in ‘real life’ situations. We intend to promote the value of resilience throughout 
the subject, and encourage children to understand that making errors is often a necessary step in 
their learning journey. 
 
 
Implementation 

At Saint Nathaniel’s Academy, children study mathematics daily covering a broad and balanced 
mathematical curriculum including elements of number, calculation, geometry, measures and 
statistics. Lessons will follow an A.P.E. approach whereby children will be given the opportunity to 
apply their mathematical knowledge, prove their understanding and explain their reasoning. We 
also dedicate one lesson a week towards learning times tables. We focus not only on the 
mathematical skills but also on developing mathematical vocabulary, which is used to promote a 
mastery approach and to broaden and deepen mathematical understanding. 
  
During each maths lesson, formative assessment takes place and feedback is given to the 
children through marking and next step tasks to ensure they are meeting the specific learning 
objective. Assessment information is used to inform planning and ensure that the teachers are 
providing a maths curriculum that will allow each child to progress. The teaching of maths is also 
monitored on a termly basis through book scrutinies, learning walks and lesson observations. 
 
We will use online resources such as MyMaths, Purple Mash, TT Rockstars and Testbase, which 
aim to build pupil engagement, consolidate maths knowledge and extend learning. 
 
Pupils who grasp concepts rapidly should be challenged through reasoning and problem solving 
opportunities before any acceleration through new content. Those who are not sufficiently fluent 
with earlier material should consolidate their understanding, including through additional practice, 
before moving on. 
 
Impact 
We aim for each child to be confident in each yearly objective and develop their ability to use this 
knowledge to develop a greater depth of understanding to solve varied fluency problems as well 
as problem solving and reasoning questions. 
 
The expectation is that the majority of pupils will move through the units of study at broadly the 
same pace. Pupils should only progress to the next stage when they show a good understanding 
of concepts taught, and a readiness to move on.  
 
Through moderation of planning, lessons and books, we can be sure that progress is made across 
all year groups. If progress is not being made, support is immediate and steps provided to ensure 
all pupils achieve and make progress. 


